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This is a simple little story about Ruby the Sheep, a soft toy that sits 
on the bed of Clifftops Retreat owner, Bob Haswell. The retreat is one of 
New Zealand’s most luxurious small villas, which sits high above 
Tasman-Bay, Nelson.

When Covid hit in 2020, a large percent of his business, reliant on 
overseas visitors, disappeared overnight. Inspired by the Prime Minister 
and Tourism Minister’s suggestion to do something different to attract 
business, Bob decided to produce a children’s book, something that was 
funny and light-hearted during these difficult times. As a promotional 
tool, he thinks it might be a world first.

Bob’s sister, illustrator and writer, Jill Allpress, created the images 
and helped put it together, something they had fun doing. All the 
photographs were taken by Bob at Clifftops and around Nelson.

Bob would like to see his little book travel throughout New Zealand and 
eventually the world, inspiring laughter and an appreciation of the 
beauty Nelson and New Zealand have to offer.

Ruby asked Bob, ‘‘Will my book be a big seller and motivate others to do 
something different to market their businesses, Bob? How about a 
movie, and what about a sequel? Do you think I’ll be famous?’’
Bob said, ‘‘That remains to be seen. Watch this space, little sheep.’’
‘‘Baaaaa’’, from Ruby who Bob hopes won’t get too big a head from her 
delusions of grandeur. Enjoy.

https:/www.clifftops-retreat.co.nz
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The Tasman Region of the South Island, New Zealand had a massive storm with wild, crazy winds and 
torrential rain. It caused devastation and mayhem, especially for the livestock. Fences were blown away 
and stock were found wandering all over the place. One little sheep was left on her own and missing her 
flock. When she went out in search for them she came upon a famous, exclusive and luxury villa — at least 
this is what she read on the sign — called Clifftops Retreat. It looked exactly like the sort of place any 
sheep, especially her flock, would feel comfortable in, only when she went a short distance up the drive she 
was stopped by a very large and forbidding gate. 

The poor little sheep was lonely and tired and terribly hungry, but had no idea how to get through the gate. 
Not being a sheep that gave up easily, she put her thinking cap on. How would she get through the gate? 
What was on the other side that needed such protection? And if her flock were there, how did they get in, 
and were they alright? The little sheep decided she had to go in if she wanted answers to these questions.


